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The criterion robustness of the standard likelihood ratio test (LRT) under the 
multivariate normal regression model and also the inference robustness of the same 
test under the univariate set up are established for certain nonnormal distributions 
of errors. Restricting attention to the normal distribution of errors in the context of 
univariate regression models, conditions on the design matrix are established under 
which the usual LRT of a linear hypothesis (under homoscedasticity of errors) 
remains valid if the errors have an intraclass covariance structure. The conditions 
hold in the case of some standard designs. The relevance of C. R. Rao’s (1967 In 
Proceedings Fifth Berkeley Symposium on Math. Stat. and Prob., Vol. 1, 
pp. 355-372) and G. Zyskind’s (1967, Ann. Math. Statist. 38 1092-1110) 
conditions in this context is discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, the robustness of the likelihood 
ratio test (LRT) procedure for testing linear hypotheses under the usual 
multivariate regression model is established for certain nonnormal 
distributions of errors. It is also shown that in the univariate case the 
inference robustness of the standard LRT obtains for such distributions. The 
details of this investigation are contained in Section 2. Second, restricting 
attention to the normal distribution of errors in the context of univariate 
regression models, we have addressed the question of how far the usual 
assumption of independence of the errors can be relaxed and yet the standard 
LRT of a linear hypothesis remains a valid test (although, not necessarily, 
the LRT). Specifically, we have established necessary and sufficient 
conditions on the design matrix if the errors have an intraclass covariance 
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structure. The conditions are shown to hold in the case of multiple linear 
regression models, and also in the case of some commonly used designs 
where an intraclass covariance structure seems reasonable. We have also 
discussed the relevance of Zyskind’s (1967) and Rao’s (1967) conditions in 
this context. The details appear in Section 3. 
2. ROBUSTNESS AGAINST NONNORMALITY 
Consider the usual multivariate regression model 
Y=XB’+G, (2.1) 
where G is a n xp random matrix, X is a known n x k matrix of rank 
u < min(n, k), and B’ is a k xp matrix of unknown parameters. We write 
Y’ = (Y1,..., Y,), X’ = (x 1 v*-, x,)9 G’ = (e, ,..., e,). (2.2) 
Thus, Y, = Bx, + e, (a = l,..., n). Also, we write 
U’ = (e{ ,..., e;). (2.3) 
It is known that if U has zero mean vector and varianctiovariance 
matrix V 0 z, where V is a known n x n p.d. matrix, then for any estimable 
a’B’ its BLUE is given by a’&, where 
8’ = (x/v-lx)* x/y-‘Y, (2.4) 
a weighted least squares estimator. In the above and in what follows * 
denotes a generalized inverse. Under the additional normality assumption of 
U, this is also a MLE of B’ and then a MLE of x is given by 
e=n-’ $ i vQ”‘(Ym - Bx,)(Y,, - BX,,)‘, (2.5) 
a=, a’=1 
where V-l= ((Pa’)). Also, for testing H,,: AB’ = 0 against all possible 
alternatives, where A is a m x k matrix of rank m with the row vectors 
belonging to the row space of X, the LRT criterion II turns out to be 
f=n-‘p~l~,pl”” ‘(Y, - Bx,)(Y, 8 - Bx, ,)‘a 
n a’ 
(2.6) 
In this section, we examine how far the above results hold true under 
nonnormal distributions of errors. We assume model (2.1) and the notations 
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(2.2) and (2.3) remain the same. Suppose now that conditional on R = r, (a 
p.d. matrix), U has a multinormal distribution with zero mean vector and 
variancecovariance matrix V @ r-‘. Suppose also that R has a marginal pdf 
g(r) with respect to Lebesgue measure. Then, an unconditional pdf of U is 
given by 
h(u)=(2n)-i”pj(V~r~‘~~“2 
x exp[-.ju’(V @ r-l)-’ u] g(r) dr 
= (2n)-+j (VI-4 Irlf” 
X exp[- +‘(V-’ @ r) u] dr. (2.7) 
Note that if R has a distribution degenerate at X-‘, we get back the 
multinormal distribution earlier mentioned. Also, note that 
E(e,) = EE(e, 1 R) = E(0) = 0, l<a<n; 
E(e,eh,) = EE(e,eh,IR) = E(u,,K’) 
=U am ,E(R - ‘1, I <a, a’<n. 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
So, E(U) = 0 and Var(U) = V @ (ER-I). Hence, E(R-‘) plays the role of I; 
in the earlier set up, and so for any estimable a’B’, its BLUE is given by 
a/B’, where B’ is defined in (2.4). Further the joint pdf of Y, ,..., Y, is given 
by 
I(y,,...,~,)=(2n)-t”~IVI-~~jlrli’ 
X exp[--&(V-’ 0 r) YJ g(r) dr, (2.10) 
where yb = [(yr - Bx,)’ ... (y, - Bx,)‘]. Thus, if g(r) were completely 
known, the only unknown parameter involved in f(y, ,..., y,) is B and the 
maximization of f(y , ,..., y,) with respect to B amounts to the minimization 
of yL(V-’ @ r) y0 wrt B. Thus, 8’ is also a MLE of B’ in this situation. 
We shall now see that for the family of densities 
g(r) = IZ(“2(p+1) h(&), (2.11) 
where II(.) is a pdf, and I; (p.d.) is unknown, the LRT for H,: AB’ = 0 
against all possible alternatives is the same as in the normal situation. 
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Towards this end, the following simplification is needed in (2.7). 
u’(V-’ @ r)u = tr[u’(V’ @ r)u] = tr[(V’ @ r)uu’] 
= tr 
( 
r 5 5 Pfeae,.), 
a=1 a’=1 
(2.12) 
where we have used the same notation e, for random vectors and their 
values. We can now rewrite the joint pdf of Y, ,..., Y, as 
fly,,..., y,) = (2~))“~” ]V]-p’zl ]rln” 
. exp 
[ ( 
-itr r i 5 P’ 
a=1 a’=1 
(Y, - Bx,)(Y,, - Bx,,Y )I g(r) dr. (2.13) 
Then from (2.11) and (2.13), the joint p.d.f. of Y, ,..., Y, is given by 
exp 
[ ( 
-itr uZ-’ i 2 P’ 
a=1 o’=l 
. (y, - Bx,)(y,, - Bx, ,)’ 
)I 
h(u) du. (2.14) 
The main result of this section can now be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 2.1. Under (2.14), the LRT for testing HO : AB’ = 0 against 
all possible alternatives is defined by the LRT criterion 1 given by (2.6). 
Proof: Write the p.d.f. in (2.14) as L(B, Z). Note that for any fixed I;, 
minimization of 
i 2 vQa’(ya - Bx,)(y,, - Bx, ,)’ 
a=1 o’=l 1 
w.r.t. B, is provided by fi in (2.4). This being independent of u, for any fixed 
Z, fi maximizes L(B, X) w.r.t. B. Hence, with 2 defined in (2.5), we can 
write 
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sip L(B, I;) = L(& X) 
= p.yw/2 (VI-P/z IE 1-e 1 I4”W 
exp[-: tr unI;-‘E] h(u) du 
= (2n)y71’ p-p/2 p3-y/z pyw ( IU(d2 
exp[- i tr unC-‘E] h(u) du 
=(2~)-“P/2IvI-P/2(e:I-n/2 s;p lz(-fi”{ (uln’Z 
. exp[-: tr unX;-‘1 . h(u) du. 
A similar argument shows that 
s;p sip L(B, E) = (2~)-“~‘~ 
AS'=0 
IvI-P’2 IQ”‘2 syl~l-“‘2pl”‘z 
exp[-: tr I&-‘] h(u) du, 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
where E is defined in (2.6). Now since 
syplq-“‘2j Jq2 exp[- : tr nuz-‘1 h(u) du <c h(u) du = 1, 
combining (2.15) and (2.16), the theorem follows. 
Remarks. 1. In the particular case when R is p-variate Wishart, the 
resulting distribution of the Y’s is matrix variate t (see Johnson and Kotz 
(1972), p. 15 1). In the case p = 1, the distribution is known as multivariate f 
(see Johnson and Kotz (1972) p. 134). Zellner (1976) claims that the usual 
ANOVA test in this case is a valid test. Our Theorem 2.1 shows that this is 
in fact the likelihood ratio test in that situation. Our results also support and 
strengthen Zellner’s conjecture that “results similar to that presented before 
(by Zellner) will be found for multivariate regression models with errors 
following a mamtrix Student’s f-distribution.” 
2. Note that the likelihood ratio test under normality assumptions is a 
valid test under any choice of (r) in (2.13). This is because under H,, the 
conditional distribution of ) f;1/1 E ) given R = c has a distribution free from r, 
and hence, it is the same as the unconditional distribution. 
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3. We have noted already that for any choice of the pdf g(r), the MLE 
of B is fl as defined in (2.4). One can verify that if R is marginally 
distributed as p-dimensional Wishart with parameters m and (mZ)-‘, then 
the MLE of X is given by e, where e is defined in (2.5). For details refer to 
Ghosh and Sinha (1978). The maximum likelihood property does not 
however, necessarily hold for all pdf’s g(r) of the form (2.13). In the 
particular case when V = I, p = 1, if g(r) = a2h(ruz), where h(r) = 
r exp(- fr*), r > 0 (a member of the Weibull family of densities), it can 
easily be verified by some simple computations that the MLE of a2 is not 
n-’ c:=l (Y, - @‘xJ2. 
4. Specializing to the univariate regression model, the basic testing 
problem in the canonical form can be stated as follows. We are given 
independent rv’s Yi,..., Y,, with 
Yi = ti + &iv i = l,..., I 
= Vi + &i, i = r + I,..., s (2.17) 
= Ei, i = s + I,..., n, 
where 1 < r < s ( n; &‘s, qi)s are unknown parameters, and E’S are i.i.d. 
normal variables with mean 0 and common unknown variance u*, the 
problem is to tesi II,, : C = . .. = <, = 0. The standard LRT for H, is 
provided by the usual ANOVA F-test. By the Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2 
given above, it follows that the F-test is the LRT and also a valid test even 
for certain nonnormal distributions of the y’s given by 
f(y, ,..., y,) = (0’ 2Z)-“12 Joa unf2 exp [ - $$ (YI - <iI* 
+ $, (Yl - Vi)* + $ Yf h(u) du’ 
S+l 1 (2.18) 
We now show that several optimum properties of the F-test under the normal 
distribution of the errors continue to hold under (2.18). The basic obser- 
vation towards this is that the probability model (2.18) can be viewed as 
follows; conditional on U, Y’s still have the representation (2.17) with D* 
replaced by u2/u and the unconditional p.d.f. of u is h(u). Following classical 
analysis [Fraser (1957), Lehmann (1959)], it therefore follows that the usual 
group of transformations on the Ys that leaves the testing problem invariant 
under the normal model, also works in this case and a maximal invariant is 
F = C; Y;/C:+ 1 Yi with distribution 
f(F) =jaw unf ‘f (F, u) du, 
683/10/3-5 
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wheref(F, u) is the density of F, given u, and has the form of a noncentral F 
density with the noncentrality parameter u Ci <f/a”. It is easy to show that 
the F-test provides a UMP unbiased and UMP invariant test. The most 
stringency of the F-test and its minimaxity with respect to any invariant loss 
function follows from the Hunt-Stein Theorem [Fraser (1957), Lehmann 
(1959)j. 
3. ROBUSTNESS AGAINST DEPENDENCE 
We begin with the standard linear model 
Y - N(XP, a*IJ, (3.1) 
where X(n x p) is the known design matrix of rank r(< n) but p(p x 1) is 
the unknown parameter vector and a’(> 0) is also unknown. Our problem is 
to test H,: AP = 0, where the column vectors of A’@ x k) belong to the 
column space of X’ and are linearly independent (k < r). For this testing 
problem, it is well known (see, e.g., Scheffe (1959)) that the LRT has certain 
optimality properties. Under the given hypothesis, the model can always and 
very often be conveniently rewritten as 
Y - NX,P,, a*L), (3.2) 
where X,(n X d) is known of rank r - k, but P,(d x 1) is unknown. Then the 
LRT statistic is given by 
L = IIY - &AJll’/lly - Mu’9 (3.3) 
where p and p,, are the respective least squares estimators of p and p,,; I/ I/* 
denotes the usual Euclidean L, norm. Under H,, k-‘(L - l)(n -r) has 
Fk,“-* distribution. 
We intend to study how far the independence of the Yfs can be relaxed, 
and yet the above F-test is a valid test. A significant movement in this 
direction has been made by Rao (1967). Under the model Y - N(X& I;), he 
has derived a general representation of Z in terms of the given design matrix 
X under which various inference procedures based on the simple least 
squares theory and optimal under (3.1) and (3.2) remain valid (see also Rao 
and Mitra (197 1)). In this paper we consider the case 
~=I;,=02[(1 -p)I,+pl,l’,], -(n- 1)-’ <p< 1, (3.4) 
where 1, is an n-component column vector with all components 1, and 
approach this robustness question from a different angle. For x given by 
(3.4), a necessary and sufficient condition is given in terms of X and X, 
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under which the LRT statistic for any given p remains the same for all p. 
Although in a given situation Rao’s (1967) technique could be adopted, ours 
seems to be a more direct one in this special case. 
Noting that, under (3.4), if p is given, the LRT statistic is given by 
L = (Y - x0 80,)’ x, ‘(Y - XII 80,) 
P (Y - xj3,y x:, ‘(Y - Xfi,) ’ (3.5) 
where fl, is a solution of X’Z;, ‘Xp, = X’Z; ‘Y and fi,,, is a solution of 
X$,- ‘xopop = X$:, ‘Y, we investigate conditions under which L, = L, for 
all pE (-(n- l)-‘, 1). Let 
Px = x(x/x)* X’, P, = x,(x~x,)* xl,. 
THEOREM 3.1. L, has the same value for all p E (-(n - 1)-l, 1) if and 
only if 
Pxl,= 1, and P&l,= 1,. (3.6) 
Proof: Write V,=(l-p)I,+pl,l~. Rewrite L,, as 
L = Y’V,‘(I, - x,(x;v,‘x,)* X:,V,‘) Y 
P Y’V,‘(I, - x(x’v,‘x)* X’V,‘) Y * (3.7) 
Using the matrix identity given in exercise 3(a) of Rao and Mitra (1971, 
p. 40) and writing c@) =p/[ 1 + (n - l)p], A = I,, - Px, A, = I,, -P,, 
a = Al,,, a0 = A,I,, do@) = 4NP -c@) GP, ln19 d@) = W/P - 
c@) 1; Px I,], one gets after some simplifications, 
L _ Y’A,Y - do@)(Y’ao)* 
P- Y’AY - d@)(Y’a)* ’ 
(3%) 
Thus L, = Lo for all p E (-(n - 1)-r, 1) if and only if 
(Y’AY)(Y’a,)* = (Y’A,Y)(Y’a)* and lba = lka,. P-9) 
Note that (3.6) ensures that a = a0 = 0 which implies ‘(3.9). It remains to 
show that (3.9) implies a = a0 - 0. It suffices to show that (3.9) implies that 
a cc a,, because if a = da,, S # 0, it follows from (3.9) that A = 6*A, + a = 
d*a, =- 6 = 6* + 6 = 1, a contradication to rank(A) ( rank(A,). Hence, we 
need only prove 
LEMMA 3.1. If (3.9) holds, then a cc a,. 
The proof of the lemma is long and involved, and is omitted. The details 
appear in Ghosh and Sinha (1978). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
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Remark 5. Since for any given p, kK’(L, - l)(n - r) has an Fk.n-r 
distribution under H,, it is clear that under (3.6), the test provided by the 
classical least squares procedure is valid for all p E (-(n - l))‘, 1). We now 
take two simple examples to illustrate the use of Theorem 3.1. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the multiple linear regression model 
Yj=po +/31(~li--f1) + “’ +fiD(xDi-X,) + ei (i = l,..., n), 
where 
ifi = 5 xjJn (j = l,...,p) and E(q) = 0, V(e,) = d, 
COV(ei, e,,) = pOz(02 > 0, -(n - 1))’ < p < l), l<i#i’<n. 
The problem is to test 
H,,: j?, = ... =&=O. 
Then under the usual notation Y = Xp + e, 
X’X = 
n 0’ 




~ (Xji - ~j)(Xj,i - ~j,)) . 
i=l 
Hence, 
P,l.=X (I’ J(i) =x(i) = 1,. 
Also, under Ho, writing Y =X,&,+e, we get P,=n-‘l,l; so that 
Px,l, = 1,. Hence, (3.6) is satisfied. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the special case of Example 1 with p = 1, but this 
time we want to test Ho : & = 0. Then P, 1, = I,,, but since 
x0= x1’-t’ ) 
( -1 x1n -x1 P,l,=O. 
Hence, (3.6) is not satisfied, and in this case for an unknown p, the classical 
least squares test does not provide a valid test. 
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Remark 6. Rao (1967) and Zyskind (1967) have studied conditions 
under which the BLUE of any estimable linear parametric function under 
model (3.1) is also its BLUE under the model Y N N(Xp, o*V). Among 
several necessary and sufficient conditions for this as given by Zyskind 
(1967), we quote only (i) VX = XQ for some Q and (ii) VP, = PxV. One 
can now easily see that if V = V, = (1 - p) I, + pl, lb, then (3.6) implies (ii) 
and accordingly (i), but is not necessarily implied by these. 
Remark 7. Next one can easily verify by direct computation that (3.6) 
holds for such simple designs as the completely randomized and the 
randomized block designs (RBDs). One can also show (see Ghosh and Sinha 
(1978) for details) that in general for any Balanced Block Design (BBD) 
[see Kiefer (1958) for a definition] which includes BIBDs and RBDs as 
special cases, the condition (3.6) holds for the usual inferential problems 
regarding equality of treatment (block) effects. 
Next consider a variant of the type of dependence discussed so far. 
Keeping in mind the fact that the linear models are most suited for analyzing 
data obtained from various standard designs, it seems reasonable particularly 
in the context of a two-way design to assume that the observations within a 
block are correlated while those belonging to different blocks are 
uncorrelated. The following robustness theorem holds under this set up. 
THEOREM 3.2. For any arbitrary two-way design with b blocks of kplots 
each v treatments, the LRT procedure for testing the sig@cance of 
treatment efJ‘ects (in the absence of interaction) under the simple linear model 
(3.1) is robust against the model Y N N(Xp, o*E) with 
Y’ = (Yil, ’ ” Yibj)v (3.28) 
where Yti, is the vector of observations from the ith block, i = l,..., b and 
V=(l -p)I,+pl,lL. 
For the algebraic details see Ghosh and Sinha (1978). 
It is easy to verify that under the two-way design set up of Theorem 3.2, 
the BLUE of any estimable linear parametric function under model (3.1) is 
also the BLUE under the model assumed in Theorem 3.2. As a matter of 
fact, the result holds for an arbitrary two-way design with b blocks, v 
treatments, block sizes k ,,..., k,, treatment replications rl ,..., rV so that 
Ci ki = cj rj. 0 rice again, refer to Ghosh and Sinha (1978) for details. 
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